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          THIS  PAGE HAS  INTENTIONALLY BEEN LEFT BLANK 



These are fragments of the experiences of a teenager ... please do not pay 

serious life-transforming attention! What do children know ;-) 

 

But do read it sincerely and openly if you choose to enter the realm of Chela 

Tales ...! 

 

"Typos" could be significant, do not gloss over those!! 

 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Scroll down to see footnotes if *s bother you or 

prevent you from following this 'raconte' 

 

                                  -=<O>=- 

 

CRYSTAL PAGES 2402 

 

 

Mea Culpa, I confess!  

 

Trying to escape from the bloodbaths that have taken over all jyotish fora for 

many months, I know not why or at whose behest -- many have been blamed, 

publicly and privately, I succumbed to one of these medical shows on the TV. 

When the show was over, the following came into my awareness that I would like 

to share with you all, whether you like me or not after reading my blab [blog!] 

as I step into the shoes of Bhikaaran Bee and roll out this! Can jyotish fora on 

internet be worse? ... 

 

The filename is DECISION.TXT: 

 

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 

 

THE BHIKAARAN LOST UNDER THE "STREET" LIGHT ... 

 

=============================================== 

 

"Chela was always SO reckless! He came from true abundance where others tried 

to arise from spiritual penury. It was not a position of plenty in a worldly sense. 

Each volume of Sherlock Holmes or Lobsang Rampa later on had to come out 

of a meagre personal allowance. Now, it makes sense why they seemed so special 



and while both had flaws, today they seem so human and so close, even though 

neither seemed so – back then ...". 

 

The young resident had other things on his mind! This semi-delusional bhikaaran 

(female homeless mendicant) needed to be cared for and to be kept alive despite 

her blabbering and her drifting up and down her dwindling vitality. For a second 

his attention drifted to personal reflections, "Monica shall leave me for good 

unless I show up at her birthday today! Absence -- two years in a row is just 

about what this fashion designer will take!". 

 

"Even iff you weach her, beta -- fee can only gift you one effenin...!" 

 

The young resident was shocked! This delirious, dirty body dragged in by the 

paramedics seemed different. SHE 'weached' him, deep inside! Or was he simply 

bewitched by reality? 

 

Who was calling the shots? Was it this 'dirty' smelly bag of barely human remains 

almost ready to die in front of his eyes and under his care tonight or the plane 

ticket that he had happened to glance at when Monica opened her shiny DARK-

GREEN handbag as she reached in to retrieve her confectionary earlier today? 

TA [teenager] knew at that moment that the fight was over and THE decision 

made -- when the love of his "life" reached for the candies snuggled next to the 

plane ticket that he did not know about until then and one of the love letters 

that was placed right next to the plane ticket, he KNEW that one of those TWO 

was unmistakably given by him, WHICH ONE? ...! 

 

His mind was made! Bhikaaran, no matter how old, how complicated, how frail, 

how undesirable -- was in his immediate care and MUST BE KEPT ALIVE! ALL 

Others can wait ... 

 

 

As some would say, "SO MOTE IT BE!" 

 

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 

Hari Puttar he got called/named -- child of God. 

 

Being an orphan, it was easy to call him that. 

 

And SO MOTE IT BE-CAME! 



 

 

 

A gentle being generally, he bore no animosity towards his neighbour 

 

Friendly to a fault, he suddenly discovered briefly the real world when Dad died... 

 

Well Dad never really die because DAD was never a being but a concept, a 

framework... 

 

 

 

People die, for all that is physical and tangible and that can decay -- dies 

 

Frameworks and thoughts and ideas, though, live in a realm immortal 

 

Hence be careful about trying to claim ownership to what your mind happens to 

catch next! Even scientists are now saying that we live in a multi-dimensional 

multiverse! [multi-verse = one poem too many…?] 

 

 

 

I've heard of a small lad, who was so focused, so intense, but so SILENT in some 

ways -- still is though hardly a boy anymore! 

 

Whenever his 'family' visited their cottage, he always wanted to go 'fishing', armed 

with his tiny fishing rod... 

 

His chaperons a tad weary (an adult must accompany, right?) ... years later he 

finally managed to catch a fish!!! 

 

It was such a tiny little baby fish 

 

But his joy of success was hardly small, as too was the sense of relief in the 

soul of the 'chaperon'... 

 

who never could really figure what the big deal was with all these years of 

"fishing!" amidst mosquitoes with blood on their mind!! 

 



 

The 'moguls' just never seem to get it, Hari would say ... 

 

but moguls always and invariably get entrusted with children of god (!) 

 

and sometimes while and perhaps through caring for these special little ones, the 

moguls suddenly turn into magicians! 

 

 

 

CAVEAT: THIS MAY IRRITATE SOME!  PLEASE DO NOT READ!! 

 

 

********************************** 

M-=-A-=-Y-=-A 

 

 

Teenager (let us call him 'TA' from now on...) could never shake the 

image of the crazy bhikaaran off from his mind! 

 

Even as the REALITY suddenly emerged in front of his eyes under the dim-light 

of the dying kerosene lamp, even though the full moon (they said moon was 

going to be the closest to earth that night in like years older than the great 

grandpa who was still around and coughing his way to wherever old people end 

up...) helped or perhaps NOT; this blurb [poster next to the paan-shop] he 

remembered as it flashed before his sharp and young gaze! 

 

"Swami Murabbanand ji shall be giving a sermon soon after the delightful JAM 

session provided by Neokirtanists who shall entertain the masses by making their 

guitars sing and their clarinets dance. Swamiji's pravachchan (sermon?) will be 

followed by a three course prasadam distribution and will be foolowed by the 

greatest of all firewalkers putting on her show: JwALATARANG! As the GREAT 

yogini dances on the glowing embers (you are invited to touch in case you are 

suspicious -- THE EMBERS, not the yogini…!), you shall hear the heavenly music 

of the spheres as her lotus feet touch the different embers and a different NOTE 

arises!". Either the teenager had a photographic memory (using an Infrared 

camera) or it was the same story again: The <child> of God filling in the gaps 

with the best possible guesses!! 

 



It being summer and far better to be out in the open at night than the stifling 

heat indoors, TA decided to attend this *wild* party! 

 

The huge field was filling up with all sorts of people. There must be thousands, 

NO -- HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS! *Indoor* where he lived was about a MILLION 

strong back then! A third of those escaping the heat of indoors to see this 

carnival in the mellow evening outdoors of Malwa, hot in the daytime, soothing 

and quenching as the night fell was not unusual. I hear now it is different. Trees 

and greens all gone, the taals and talaabs and Pipliya pala reduced to a muddy 

marshland. Anyway, one must pay the price of progress, I suppose! 

 

The boring bhajan [chanting] preludes done, Swamiji after his sumptuous meal 

was settling in, becoming attuned to the microphone and the crowd which latter 

was a mere blur. Swamiji always removed his contact lenses when giving a sermon. 

It helped with focusing the third eye, he had revealed to TA later on [AN: next 

BOOK, not this one!]. 

 

Swamiji spoke about Maya that evening. Maya is not Miththya, Maya is not 

falsehood or untruth or delusions. Maya is illusion but only if you are ILL or 

LOOSE or UN (not there, in negation of what or where you are or should be!). 

SWAMIJI had a bad habit! He smoked beedis (little smoking things which had 

tobacco rolled into a leaf and he smoked it publicly and had given some good 

reasonings about why he did it. TA read it, but did not care so did not remember 

the reason! [[Author's note (AN): MY! How perception changes!! Beedi in those 20s 

or 30s or 40s and the tolerance of populace so much lower in the 60s or 70s 

or now!]]. 

 

So, after a long satisfying puff and a hearty belch, $wamiji resumed, "... And even 

if you feel that you are touching your newborn child and feeling grateful for what 

the Creator has given to you as a gift [[Author's note: POSSESSION?]], all you 

know about this bundle of joy <<PUFF>> is what you are experiencing through 

your senses! SMELL, TASTE, TOUCH, HEARING and SEEING! Through these little 

devices that God implanted into your nose, tongue, fingertips, ears and eyes 

through being connected to your brain/mind millions of signals and bits of 

information are reaching and being sorted and FIGURED OUT <<PUFFFFF cough>>. 

Your reality which looks so solid and real is created by these [signals]! 

 

IF ONE OF THESE servants of yours, these sensors decide to revolt, your REALITY 

will change. IF you were born without one of these sensors or happen to lose 



them along the way, your perception of REALITY shall change! Then why do you 

keep calling what you perceive, REALITY? 

 

Just as the sermon ended, at that point it suddenly started raining heavily! There 

was a BIG collective sigh of disappointment <LOL> from the followers! Maya or 

not, there is no way that the FIRESHOW can happen now :-( 

 

"Too bad we all would have to suffer through another sermon before the YOGINI 

JwALATARANGA dances her firedance -- the STAR item of the evening!", the 

teenager lamented silently. Well he has time and age on his side...! SHE did 

dance!! 

 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Scroll down to see footnotes if *s bother you or 

prevent you from following the following raconte 

 

-=<O>=- 

 

But ... but $*, you had told me that Jyotish is SHAASTRA*...! TA* was nearly in 

tears, poor soul! 

 

Only silence ensued from $ as the wise one continued with his crosseyed but 

legs pointing straight ahead neomeditation that he had recently channeled from 

the 17th dimension of the 3rd multi-verse! This was one accompliced dude! [AN*: 

No foolin'!] 

 

TA continued, "I have been cramming these tables of numbers and data and 

googling my mule for like a quarter of my long life so far and all I have to show 

for it is a headache and my buddies think I am a nerd and only my sanskrit 

teacher likes me and that is hardly an accomplishment, frankly!" [Author’s Note 

(AN): You see TA really wanted to be a pilot or a toy-maker I think. Or did he 

say a Michelin-Chef at one point? Anyhoo, I should be yapping less and writing 

more!] 

 

Tuning back to TA, "The yogas do not work, the ayanamsha is all over the place, 

each time I learn something and test it on charts, starting with mine of course, 

the 8th chart onwards suddenly the rule does not fit anymore! And I am not 

even experiencing sadesati! Speaking of which are we to take the 12th, 1st and 



2nd house transit from moon or are we to follow Katve's principle of using the 

90 degrees transit straddling the chandra spashta or this three cycles of 

navamsha transits as suggested by that jyoshi guy who gets all these Dear Madam 

letters from confused astro-philiacs?" [AN: The MOUTH on that brat!! Someone 

should LYSOL him three times a day…!!!] 

 

The ROCK moved! As the termites crawled away ($ was covered with those in his 

Saadhna) from the mouth region, a deep booming voice emanated from the Great 

SOUL within, "Phoo Phoo!" 

 

It was time for TA to open his mouth wide in wonderment. He totally failed to 

understand why dust and termites began raining towards him suddenly! 

 
"First you must dig and you must dig till you begin to enjoy digging and spreading 

and playing with the dirt, just for the heck of it, TA! If it seems and feels like a 

chore, you are not there yet and more digging must follow. It is like raking the 

latrine in that Gandhi movie, son! Once the maya of THE chore vanishes, even 

honey bees and scary hornets become friends and desired company! I think I will 

bring in some mint chutney with me next time! Goes perfectly with the bitter 



termites ...!" The voice fell silent. [AN: Now I get IT what that PHOO-PHOO sound 

was about! Termites do keep getting in the way of the message at times!!]. 

 

Even more confused, TA toyed between watching the Gandhi movie or to look at 

Gandhi's horoscope. He chose the latter. 

 

He had looked at the chart a thousand times and even written about it in his 

school (Gurukul) scrapbook and so on and so forth, but his eyes and mind kept 

drifting towards this pair of charts that he had recently been given by an ex-

alumnus of the Ashram of $. The charts had scorpio rising, all planets in the 

same signs, and only the moon different. The two individuals were born continents 

and just a few days apart. One was a serial killer and the other one was an 

highly skilled surgeon. 

 

Kind of like comparing Hitler's and Gandhi's libra rising charts side by side! "I will 

never get this weird subject!", sighed TA and opened his school book. 'REAL LIFE' 

had to be taken care of too! Or there would be detention at the school tomorrow 

away from $ji’s cryptic sermons. TA had an AHA moments as he now understood 

what it means to be between a ROCK and a HARD place! 

 

TA went to bed with a head full of confusing thoughts, questions and much 

anguish. It was difficult to relax and fall asleep. He was feeling lonely too. Suddenly 

he saw the image of a cave. It was as if he was watching the Discovery channel 

showing prehistoric man. The dude was U-G-L-E-E! TA thanked his stars that his 

headcold protected him from bad smells! The 'PRIMitive' had a strange furtive 

look on his face and he was looking apprehensive and had a strange bird like 

jerky, saccadic movement of his head. His eyes peering straight ahead and his 

neck turning in tiny spurts as he scanned his environment, perhaps trying to 

locate dangers. "MOVE YOUR EYES, YOU FOOL!", TA screamed in his reverie! TA 

was a kind person but not very subtle! He was awarded 'The most impolite TA 

of the Year' umm... award, many years in a row in many SCHOOLS! 

 

The prehistoric uncouth man continued to use his neck muscles instead... :-( 

 

Then TA saw the image of grand beauty. It was a huge hall but it was dark. TA 

was smart. He knew that if he stayed cool and patient, his eyes would adapt to 

the darkness and he would see. He was right! It turned out to be a grand hall 

with ornate pillars, studded with gemstones. Warm and healing. Inviting and 

enticing. TA liked it here. Soft music was in the background. There was a gentle 



blue light but it was not the deep violet shapes that TA used to see when he 

closed his eyes. The incredible shapes and the feeling of energy within when that 

happened. The shapes of violet light kept moving away in a series of 'disks' as 

if light was moving away as particles, riding on a wave that was giving the particle 

an opportunity to express many shapes. The wave was making the particle change 

its shape and the particle was providing the tangible evidence of the existence 

of the wave. 

 

As TA travelled through this dimly lit <dream? Vision??> he arrived at the fountain. 

He had heard a lot about it from $ji. "Paradise!", $ji used to say with a beatific 

smile on his face with eyes closed in exulted and at times exalted ecstasy. "Where 

everything is fresh, young and no decay! Time vanishes!!". "I have arrived at my 

destiny!", TA was ecstatic! 

 

As his vision adapted to the still dark ambience, he noticed that the ugly 

prehistoric guy was still here and was taking a bath in the fountain of life! 

 

The alarm bell was LOUD! TA woke up and after the first shock beamed pleasantly 

with a big sigh of relief! "School is fun, man! At least there are no unpredictable 

surprises there!!" 

 

Far f-a-r away, $ sighed a sigh of relief but knew that TA will be back again with 

more questions. "What's wrong with locusts or ants? There are people in this 

world that get nourishment through EATING those! And there is always chocolate 

to camouflage the real contents if you are "civilized"! OHMMMMM... 

 

 

============================================== 

============================================== 

* Abbreviations used 

TA = Teenager. Let us assume that his name is Hari Puttar (son of God)! (not to 

be confused with the popular magician with a similar sounding name!!) 

AN = Author's Notes. I get sick each time I use sic, hence AN:! 

$ = Swamiji 

* The additional A in Shaastra used to separate it from Shastra, the former 

means a procedural scientific applied discipline, the latter a weapon! 

 

 

 



 

Re: MAYA  

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Scroll down to see footnotes for ACRONYMS used, like TA, 

$ etc lest you are in familiar territory and those do not prevent you from following 

the following! 

 

-=<O>=- 

 

TA (we will continue to call him that, although he hardly fits the description, at 

least at the SHELL level (if he were a crab, that is!), was excited! The notice on 

the pillar near the bus stand where he often meditated while waiting for the bus 

(at times a looong wait!) read, "Famed dark sorceress JOY-la-TAR-anga from deep 

voodoo land shall perform her famous FIREWALK at midnight at Pleasantville 

beach! Come one come all. Please bring your own nourishment. Photography and 

videotaping strictly prohibited! Equipment shall be confiscated and offered as 

sacrifice to Elephants-in-attending for the DIVINE STOMPING RITUAL!" 

 

"This has got to be a bloody phoren SCAM!", TA (now grown up) mused, "HERE 

and NOW? North of 40th parallel?" 

 

"NO EPH WAY JOSE!" 

 

Suddenly he noticed his bus and 

the BIG SPLASHY advertisement 

painted on it caught his eye, "Visit 

DOLLAR SHOP! New MERCHANDISE 

JUST CAME IN!!" 

 

Something stirred in TA's heart as 

he was suddenly reminded of $.  

Where is the old geezer now? Is 

he still WHOLY or did he finally 

manage to drop the leading ‘W’? 

 

For some strange reason, TA 

suddenly had such a soul-



wrenching yearning for swiss cheese. Little wonder, for he hadn't eaten in a while. 

 

"Hunger is a strange thing, beta", $ used to say, "It can connect many realities, 

many realms, many levels!" "Why do you think it is so transcultural, running 

across all Religions etc?" 

"FAST ... FASTER...", young TA was thinking as $ droned on and on, "I can't take 

it anymore $ji! I am a growing boy and need my grub!", TA pondered silently... 

 

"WHAT IS IT WITH YOU CHILD, and the INSECTS?", $ was all knowing and very 

sensitive? "REMEMBER! Insects are the products [AN: 5th from xyz...] of the Randhra 

house [AN: 8th house] and live in and cause Vyaya [AN: 12th house; loss; 

expenditure! Check what exterminators charge in your neighbourhood, if you do 

not believe me…!]" 

 

The flashback was so powerful that TA almost missed his bus! But he was trained 

well by $! He was trained to multitask and tread two realities simultaneously, 

without tripping over. 

 

The only seat available was near a child who seemed rather curious and kind of 

impolite. The little girl kept staring at TA as if he was an oddity. TA was getting 

a bit uncomfortable with the constantly STARING child. He kept looking away but 

something felt so familiar. "How could this be?", he thought, "This is like a 10 

year old child! But why does she remind me of that night 30 years ago when 

the Fireshow got cancelled so brutally?" 

 

"Will you come to my show tonight, TA? If you are ready!" 

 

TA had goosebumps all over his body! It couldn't be the child who was saying 

that, but for sure it was the voice of $! With great trepidation in his heart, he 

forced himself to turn towards his bus companion. The toothless face of Bhikaran 

was unmistakable! 

 

"Thank God SHE never left me!", there were tears in TA's eyes. 

 

"Or perhaps YOU did not…?", JwALATARANGA was still as beautiful and young as 

that night when TA had first seen her but really noticed HER tonight, for the first 

time, perhaps ..." 

 



"Penance has its virtues", as Swami Murabbanand ji used to say generally after 

rounding out a sumptuous meal with his favourite dessert which was delicious 

but he kept calling it a 'Trifle' ... 

 

Strange are the ways of the wise! 

 

============================================== 

============================================== 

* Abbreviations used 

TA = Teenager. Let us assume that his name is Hari Puttar (son of God)! (not to 

be confused with the popular magician with a similar sounding name!!) 

AN = Author's Notes. I get sick each time I use sic! 

$ = Swamiji 

* The additional A in Shaastra used to separate it from Shastra, the former 

means a procedural scientific applied discipline, the latter a weapon! 

                               -=<O>=- 

 

Any further transmission or Copy & paste expressly 

prohibited! 
 

  



 

We live in a very fast-paced metropolis now, even faster than it used to be in 

Superman's days before he fell off the horse and sadly became paraplegic but it 

must be the wishes of all those children who truly believed that Chris Reeves was 

The Superman -- he overcame a Mortal Challenge which seemed rather 

dramatically straight out of the comic book reality: GREEN KRYPTONITE!  

 

 

Before Thanevalas arrest me for digressing too far out of my permitted boundaries 

and oust me unceremoniously, maybe I should return to the matter described in 

the header of this post!  

 

In this Silicon Metropolis READINGS are a REALITY. And they are often dropped 

in wrong places and then the dedicated moderators spend personal valuable time 

and move it to the READING areas. Now I realize that reading seekers at times 

are distraught and also may be new to the metropolis and may not know exactly 

how to get to the Oracle. I have witnessed many requests moved to the right 

area but hardly ever have I read an expression of frustration from the moderators 

who are responsible for relocating the messages! Kudos to you brothers and 

sisters, Regultors of the Waves and Particles!  

  

There will always be expectations on the part of those who post reading requests. 

Some realistic and other expectations somewhat unrealistic, even marginally droll. 

And then we have the individuals who to give an analogy, perhaps undeserved 

and unfair on them -- pharmacy students going to a doctor for advice about 

their <horoscope!>  

 

If the purpose of the request is to seek direction then first there must be trust 

built in the healing relationship. Hard to do on the impersonal internet with its 

doubts and deceptions, real and imagined!  

 

If the purpose of the reading request is to learn, then it is deception and while 

many have 'passed', who has ever learned anything through cheating in the 

examinations? The successful ones may please speak up and adjust our reality!   

 

If the purpose of the request is to show off one's knowledge then to those the 

simple advice from this ant would be: Please begin to believe in yourself and 

your capabilities and begin to GIVE readings as opposed to seeking or checking 

up on those! This healing camp needs more healers and readers than patients!  



   

  

  

If asked, many practitioners would give different answers to the question: Where 

to begin when looking at a horoscope. Some would recommend lagna, moon, 

atmakaraka, lagnesha, pada of 1st house or any of the many "personal indicators" 

(to jog the memory of those who may have read that).  

 

$wamiji always recommended that one first look at indicators of longevity. If the 

horoscope is of one who will not survive, why even bother giving five hundred 

page readings that will probably be buried or cremated with the dead body!  

 

But, but, but how to determine longevity? TA slipped in the question just as $ 

was slipping into his post-prandial oblivion after having consumed his bowl of 

daliya (porridgy thick soup of various lentils and other stuff).  

 

"Read the chapters $@#$@%... Of the PRIMER…!"  

 

Obviously TeenAger was too slow and let the opportunity slip away. Now it will 

be another sleepless night and lot more of the midnight oil to be burned :-(  

 

A$hram had recently gotten a few new futuristic books on longevity determination 

and TA greedily pored over those. Tattwas and pindas and this interesting jaimini 

grid and amshayu, alpayu, madhyau, deerghayu and OH WHAT FUN!  

 

When the cock crowed, the bleary-eyed and hungry (missed his meal reading all 

those books) TA shook himself free from under the mountain of books and 

realized that he had wasted another night without learning anything.  

 

"You look tired and upset, beta!", $ kindly patted TA on the head and gave him 

the morning off to regain composure, energy and lost SLEEP… 

 

When TA arrived at his bed, he found a small package waiting for him. From past 

experience he knew that this would contain a bunch of charts and a note 

describing the homework.  

 

Wearily, he opened the package and it had a note which read:  

 

"Start Simple  



2-3-7-8 then <1>  

No house becomes a home unless it is occupied and Sudarshan (good-looking 

in mogul-speak)!  

Tomorrow shall be another day!"  

 

Later on, $ came in to check and covered the shivering, cold TA with some warm 

thatch...  

 

 

The way TA's bed was placed, when the sun arose, it fell right across his face 

and woke him up. 

By long time training and practice (under swami Dandaanand), as soon as he 

woke up he knew that he must now perform his morning prayers and rituals (or 

no breakfast!). 

The practice continued even when he eventually moved to a country up north 

where during winter, the sun was visible for only a few hours. He would be out 

of work if he woke up at sunrise there! 

Interesting -- how much the human body and mind can adjust very quickly. And 

if these do not, then reality makes sure that that gets rectified in a big hurry.  

 

TA being the curious brat always was looking into books and notes that $ did 

not think he was ready for, yet. 'BAH HUMBUG!', the naughty and marginally 

belligerent young one im-claimed [AN: EXplosion/IMplosion, EX-claim/IM-claim...]. 

$ was pretty rigid about this. "Before you wander into the jungle, Beta, you must 

first know your home (Kshetra) varga, home territory where most will live most of 

the time."  

 

"But, $ji, navamsha is so much more fun and the other 14 are even more 

exciting!". "14? ONLY 14!", $ had a sly look in his eyes and with a wink he wiped 

away the confusion that had risen in TA's mind!  

 

"Let us play a game", $ suggested to his disciples one day. "Let us not change 

anything -- the bed remains in the room where it is, the kitchen utensils stay in 

the kitchen, the cows remain in the Gaushala, the sacred library remains where 

it is and the temple remains unaltered, the well remains where it is and so on...". 

"But let us change the labels! Let us eat in the bedroom, let us pray in the 

kitchen, let us study in the temple, let us play in the library and let us sleep in 

the gaushala (cow-shed)!  

 



TA was already seeing some practical problems. He hated stinky cattle and those 

strange noises they made at night :-(  

 

But he had no choice! The first day was very confusing. For one thing they had 

to be continually and repeatedly reminded of the new labels. When books were 

there in the library, it was difficult to play. Eating in the sleeping area was not a 

big problem or studying in the temple but sleeping amidst those stinky beasts 

was simply too much. The second day was even more confusing and some fights 

actually broke about between the calm and well trained ashram children! TA was 

beginning to hate this place where rules were first put in place strictly and then 

suddenly overturned and changed the next day! Little did he realize that $ was 

preparing him for the real world and a world far far away with different rules and 

norms! HECK! Even the sun rose at weird times and set at even weirder times ...  

 

 

[AN: This began emerging last night on July 14th soon after I almost forcibly 

sent a friend off to bed. Sleep-deprivation does no one any good. A well-known 

torture technique as the news today was talking about. No one should do that 

to others and last of all to oneself! NO this missive is not prophetic but just one 

of those synchronicities! Believe it or not!] 

 

 

  



CHELA* was feeling a bit under the weather. Just a feeling of mild malaise and 

a feeling of the need to get some sleep. But the bhajan-keertan (devotional 

chanting generally done by groups of loud devotees showing-off more to their 

teachers-Gurus rather than God) was keeping him awake. This year the bhajan 

mandali got a rather robust sponsorship and acquired newer and bigger 

loudspeakers. The KING had just this year proclaimed that devotional singing shall 

be excluded from the bylaw on noise pollution. Very little could be done after 

that decree! The organisers of the devotional uprising were sharp! Their speakers 

had always been facing away from the Palace. "No wonder the King does not 

mind the noise!", the musing continued in tiny C's head, "Must be also why he is 

so irreligious, I suppose!", arose a bubble of an afterthought from the little 

impertinent bundle of wisdom... 

 

"Cynicism", $ continued, "SIN-is-SChISM [AN: sin is dividing or perhaps dividing is 

sin? ...] -- comes about and is considered as SIN only when the recipient of the 

bounties of cynicism is in a setting which separates you from the rest of the 

cohort, the milieu, the present company". "It can be enlivening and enlightening 

and at the very least, illuminating..." $ was heavily into conserving energy. Why 

turn on another light when you can open your eyes wider and get the same 

effect? He was referring to the pupils [AN: the tiny holes in the eyes and not the 

open-mouthed, sleepy students!]  and not the eyelids, obviously, as he addressed 

and imparted the pearl of wisdom to his pupils. "Frugality has its merits", Chela 

mused as he tried to whack frustratingly the Prairie mosquito that probably is 

the King of all mosquitoes and comes in the musical version as well as the 

'stealth-mode' version!. "Lights attract insects and pest of all kinds!". At one point 

Chela had even calculated the percentage difference and all kinds of statistics 

but to what possible benefit? If the KING himself endorses LOUD music and 

blesses it, what is a tiny C to do? But his sleep still suffers...! 

 

C came up with a bright comeback! "$-ji! When we are not sleeping we are 

AWAKENED, right?" $ has had a pretty long day and was ready for bed and just 

to get rid of this pesky little irritant, he distractedly nodded in affirmative (maybe 

he dozed for a moment and his head bobbed). "So when we are not wasting 

time sleeping we must be getting more and more awakened!", the beaming 

innocent countenance of C was proof of his self-perceived victory over his sleepy 

preceptor! $ smiled and said, "That was about the soul beta, and the soul never 

sleeps!", Guruji lay down on his HAY-o-pedic hard bed (protruding nails had been 

retracted tonight because it was a weekend) and was $noring away like a happy 

buffalo in seconds. 



 

BUT -- C stayed up all night very confused! You see he had watched a movie 

named, "SATAN never sleeps" which had made an impression on his tender, 

impressionable little heart and now he was not sure if SOUL was all that pure 

or maybe SATAN was not entirely impure! A long night of sleeplessness will do 

that to some... 

 

[AN: I hated to tell the brat that he had experienced SChISM, dwi-vidha, duwidah, 

dilemma! Oh well he will get it -- in sweet time! I am too sleepy --- 

YAAAAWWWWWWNNNNN!] 

 

-=<O>=- 

 

 

*C = CHELA which can be pronounced as CHELAA or acolyte or CHELAy meaning 

in Bangla (Kolkata) as boy, son, sonny, ladkay, potta, laddie (I loved those Uncle 

Scrooge cartoons, particularly the one depicting Bubba the cave-boy and 

'SCOOGE', but I digress... 

[AN: Author's notes] 

  



Memories, Screams and Reflections 

 

 

This time around, TA* sent himself on a strange mission. This kind of thought 

perplexed and worried him always. He knew that $** had his 'hand' behind each 

of these missions but the orders never came from $ verbally or in writing 

(telepathy had not at that point been discovered by or available to TA! And yet, 

TA never brought these sojourns upon himself. It is not a nice feeling to embark 

on a journey without full consent of the "traveller" or knowledge of the 'travel 

plan'. IT did assure the traveller of sleepless nights, though! 

 

Uncertainty aside, it was the yellow book with the tattered and aged pages that 

had lately been creating more problems for the young one! Just before $ went 

on his last teertha yatra, a pilgrimage that he used to indulge in every year but 

lately due to failing health only every third or fourth year, $ called TA just before 

the train was about to leave. Carefully and lovingly opening a blood-red silk 

package, after unwrapping it from its outer covering of an old newspaper with 

dirtmarks and oily spots and a mark on it that looked as if a truck had gone 

over it (uuugly!), $ looked around. Relieved that they were alone, $ shared a 

story from his youth with TA and talked about M1***. $'s pensive and deep eyes 

clouded over momentarily with memories full of richness and wonder. He shared 

a slice of his life long gone by and then hesitatingly talked about &BEE&. "Always 

take care of this newspaper, son; never cover it with any wrapping, no matter 

what so that the free spirit remains exposed to the elements and between the 

akhash and prithivi. Also, save it from Jala and Agni, always!". "He still thinks I 

am a junior DODO understudy...!", even as TA drifted momentarily in this musing 

in that moment of personal weakness and distraction, he stopped with a sharp 

intake of breath! $ knows it all and may get offended! The stern look that passed 

through $'s eyes was so fleeting that it could have been missed due to the 

benevolent smile that followed and lit his eyes and countenance. Sigh, all's well 

that ends well -- the relieved TA relaxed visibly. Just as $ opened the silk package 

and the old yellow handwritten book peeped out, $'s train arrived! Yogi or not, 

gyani or not, $ was a totally different person when his train arrived! It is hard to 

tell whether he panicked or was just in awe of this massive elephant of steel! 

With a "Take care of this with your life, son...", his instructions unfinished, $ 

hopped into the train and was gone and TA was left holding the package which 

he hastily wrapped because he saw a goat (RAM Chagal = billy goat, actually) 

approaching determinedly towards the package, its jaws already describing a 

chewing motion that was menacing to look at! Quick-thinking TA, took out his 



snack box and offered it as a distraction to Lord Ajaikpad and fled for the 

A$hram. Even when running back to safety TA wondered why ASHRAMS had ash 

(understandable) but also ram (RAM, Ram, Ram-Ram?) in their title! Maybe there 

were two languages involved in the first three letters (triplicity) and the remaining 

four (quadruplicity)? 

 

Once in the ashram, he did what most teenagers would do! He hid the valuable 

ancient package under his thatch mattress. He used the lump so resulting as 

lumbar support! He literally slept on the legacy that his teacher had left him with 

without any instructions or decent description! Kind of like some contemporary 

jyotishis holding on to undeciphered, ancient, scriptural supports that prop-up 

their ... whatever! 

 

One day after chores were all done and TA had some time to kill, a curiosity 

stirred within his outer time and inner space [AN: biggest difference between 

teenagers back then and teenagers now is the curiosity factor. Ancient teenagers 

were very curious but modern teenagers are anything but! Overwhelmed and 

flooded by information from childhood. That is curious but certainly not 

surprising!]. 

 

&&&&&&&&&&...(see footnotes) 

 

 

Virat's jeejaaji (elder sister’s husband) was a Leo rising, a clerk of sorts who was 

very interested in astrology and since TA was too, he was introduced to him by 

Virat. Virat was a close childhood classmate but TA never had an opportunity to 

be introduced to his family. The same was the case earlier, with Joshi. Another 

very long-time friend (long -time in TA years!) and TA was introduced to Joshi's 

Nanaji (maternal grandfather) who made TA's chart and made some very promising 

comments! Sadly, soon thereafter it was apparent that the time that TA's mother 

gave was wrong! Although Nanaji had done a lot of angalakshana and other 

corroborations and verifications, he never raised or clued into the doubt that the 

birthtime could be blatantly WRONG, as it was! When TA woke up from the 

SHOCK a few years later -- he realized that even well-meaning astrologers were 

human! 

 

Then Shyamu (the gemstone-buddy) brought Shuklaji into TA's life. Shuklaji was -

- pretty mildly put, a vagabond and if  TA was born in the indigo generation, he 

would have labelled Shuklaji as a "looser"! Having picked up on some astro-jargon 



here and there (this was early 70s!) he was serving as some union leader or 

representative for mill-workers. He was a scorpio rising with moon in tenth house 

and nothing in the ninth. His astro-logic was weird to state it kindly! Later on TA 

found out that he and his wife were using astrology to take advantage of 

individuals! He begged TA to teach him how to calculate a chart for he had no 

clue how to read a panchaang or do the simple proportional logarithms to find 

the ascendant or the interpolation to calculate planets from panchang/ephemeris. 

This was just before TA rediscovered Shastriji who was a medical student and 

taught TA sanskrit for a few months in his school (probably needed the money) 

when TA was in grade 6 or so and eventually Shastriji dropped out of medical 

school and got addicted to cannabis or perhaps the other way around in terms 

of sequence of things!  

 

 
 

Then Shyam (different one from Shyamu) introduced TA to Major Mama, who was 

Shyam's maternal uncle. Suddenly the scales changed! TA was in awe, again after 

all these setbacks! It was an eerie experience sort of! TA waited in electrified 

expectancy in the 2nd floor meeting room of Mama saheb's residence! He was 

not at all imposing when he arrived! A mild, soft-spoken, grandfatherly marathi 

gentleman about 5 feet tall in white kurta and pajama showed up. [AN: If I were 



TA I would be expecting a six feet tall, burly MAJOR with a waxed moustache 

and penetrating burning eyes, a booming voice like Prithviraj Kapoor and perhaps 

carrying a machine gun or a machete or smoking a pipe at the very least, just 

for the effect...!] 

 

But, he was so neutral that during the next few meetings that TA had with him 

he was mostly talking about his research and showing his registers and notebooks 

of charts and data and so on. Impressive collection and scientist-like approach 

and methodical handling of research! TA learned much from that experience. 

 

Virat’s jeejaji's father was a fixture whenever TA visited jeejaji and jeeji (sister) to 

discuss astrology. Jeeji/Didi was always very quiet and serious (and always had 

these unspoken, unasked questions in her eyes that she never asked TA and 

NOW he was to be stuck with it all his life answering to STRANGERS all over the 

GLOBE because he sensed the question but did not create the space for the 

querent to ask! <karm ki gati nyaari santo!> 

 

Didi/Jeeji just brought tea and samosas but TA always wondered why she never 

spoke or said anything more! Was she resenting all this extra work making tea 

and samosas for these guests rather than spending time with her husband? They 

did not have children...  

She seemed kind -- sisters always are. TA wanted to talk to her but those were 

not the times when that would have been appropriate. 

 

Dadaji, as Virat and TA called Jeejaji's dad who claimed to be in sanyas ashram, 

a hermit, but who lived with his son and bahu, was always clad in a dhoti with 

the upper half exposed to the elements. He had big glowing eyes and was a 

rather mercurian person with a lot of talk talk talk! He would talk about and from 

scriptures and would talk about astrology and would sing and chant mantras. TA 

being the polite ant that he was would go along but was often wondering as to 

why he was visiting and what was he learning! His thoughts kept wandering to 

the leo Jeejaji's stories about his office astrology, his teeth trouble and Virat's 

didi's sombre face that was neither happy nor sad, with many questions but to 

TA she seemed to be in a perpetual state of "waiting.."! Waiting for what? 

 

One day without being begged, cajoled or even asked, 'Dadaji' revealed a certain 

form of a well-known mantra often used as a broad-spectrum antibiotic for any 

and all spiritual and pretty much ALL maladies. Then he seemingly half-heartedly 

stated that the mantra has to be 'given/blessed/whatever' and the receiver needs 



to give a dakshina, even a supari (betel nut) as a token. This was completely 

new to TA and he was confused because he had never asked for it and had 

nary a clue what was happening – nor did he have a supari to offer. It was 

obvious to TA that dadaji was not serious but just going through the procedure 

of 'asking' as per some standard operating protocol that he was taught; something 

that TA later came to know of as "energy-exchange" one of the laws of Universe. 

At that juncture, TA probably may have politely smiled or something. No one who 

was present at that time remembers! 

 

... to be continued, godwilling! 

 

 

======================================================= 

 

FOOTNOTES: 

 

*TA= Teenager 

**$ = $wamiji (Teacher preacher kinda sorta) 

***M1 = Misirji the chowkidar, night watchman pretty close to retiring and still 

going strong with his "Jagtey raho" alarm going throughout the night and irritating 

both the householder whom he was trying to protect and also the rogues who 

leave town when Misirji shows up. Darogas and thanevalas still consider Misirji a 

nuisance except for a couple (one only, truth be told) of highly placed officers 

with their far-reaching sight, naturally from their higher perspective. 

&BEE& = Bhikaran a mysterious creature of the night that is seen wrapped in 

newspapers (perhaps for keeping the cold out) and sometimes shows up as 

mystical and at other times just as a pathetic illusion. 

 

[AN: Author's notes ...] 

&&&&&&&&&&... = The rest as you know has been history! 

  



 

 

My apologies to those who were expecting this sharing to contain secrets and 

elaborations about the information/observations/knowledge (HA…!) captured in 

the notebook with yellow hard covers and a red spine and pages that have 

survived and SHOW water-marks of two floods! The first one was in Varanasi 

during the flood in 77 or 78 (I forget) and then in late 80s when I experienced 

what a SEVERE Canadian Winter can do to prairie houses (and homes!)...  

 

Since the note-book survived two floods, it has proved its strength and I know 

that its contents already shared in many places and many forms will survive! So 

why write about it any further?  

 

Those who would love to see me re-tire -- I just re-tired! I got all four tires on 

my martian bright red jalopy (Swift) changed (long journey ahead!!)!  

 

I have been perceived and labelled as many things and attacked and abused and 

praised and in some cases attacked and then praised and vice versa too!  

 

I reiterate my mission! I am not against individuals! I do not CARE who you are 

or what you do and so on. I focus on statements and thoughts and opinions 

and I KNOW that each of you are way more than what you post in passing or 

even continually on this or any other forum  

 

One of the most touching one-liners that I read and practice is:   

Once you have spoken/shared a thought, a statement with a group, it then 

belongs to the group. 

Do not feel personally offended if someone criticizes what you placed in group-

custody.  

 

If you do that, you will always be left defending a thought that you placed in 

open forum but in MOST cases it did not originate from you or even belongs to 

you!  

 

So why get personal and possessive?  

 

Most of the times I get in trouble because I challenge someone's posting which 

more often than not they quote or paraphrase from another source, scriptural or 

modern   



Isn't that funny? I find that very DROLL and therefore I was overjoyed to see that 

Jaya_GT wrote that TA-C was never disrespectful or abusive towards anyone!  

 

I don't KNOW anyone of you personally but maybe those who get offended and 

attack back or complain are the ones who identify too closely with the thoughts 

and ideas that I questioned!  

 

Is that my problem? Really??  

 

 

 

 

======================================================= 

 

FOOTNOTES: 

 

*TA= Teenager 

**$ = $wamiji (Teacher preacher kinda sorta) 

***M1 = Misirji the chowkidar, night watchman pretty close to retiring and still 

going strong with his "Jagtey raho" alarm going throughout the night and irritating 

both the householder who he was trying to protect and also the rogues who 

leave town when Misirji shows up. Darogas and thanevalas still consider Misirji a 

nuisance except for a couple of (one…!) highly placed officers with their far-

reaching sight, naturally from their higher perspective. 

&BEE& = Bhikaran a mysterious creature of the night that sometimes shows up 

as mystical and at other times just as a pathetic illusion. 

[AN: Author's notes ...] 

&&&&&&&&&&... = The rest as you know has been history! 

  



Chela once ran into a kitten! He did not adopt it, having assumed always that 

he was allergic to cats. Based on prior experience, of course and not on some 

whim! 

 

Weary from the long gruelling course, long travel and debilitating severe cold and 

several nose-bleeds -- the misery was suddenly lifted when he was greeted by 

this orphan kitten that had just decided to sail into his life and reality. 

 

Just like that! Unplanned, unannounced -- kind of like sometimes grandchildren 

arrive in our lives. Or even children in some cases? 

 

What is more amazing, as TA told me when I met him last was the fact or 

experience (he was sharing) that somehow these surprises come with a gift 

package full of love and caring! Apparently hidden at first, kind of like a surprise 

birthday party! 

 

In pragmatic terms the gift of love does not come to us, as in a packaged gift 

that many will receive and many more shall covet in many places, cultures and 

countries in a month or less when the week of love, giving, caring, sharing comes 

around to celebrate the birth of the Awatar and Prophet of LOVE, in December. 

 

Hence we must find it within our selves to find the gift of love that had been 

always there, sometimes hiding, at other times ignored and to then bring it out 

and give it to the next recipient that comes within our reach, sometimes just by 

surprise! Hindus call these arrivals "atithis". Tithi is a day and in that sense 

circumscribed, planned, dated. A-TITHIS then are the guests that suddenly show 

up at our door and then it is up to us how we treat and greet them! In Hindu 

belief, Athitis are often Gods coming to us to test us one final time, so we must 

be wary and treat them with respect and love. I think this is a fine myth but has 

a selfish motive hidden within! Should we be nice to an ATHITI just because he 

or she may be God in disguise and may create trouble for us eventually? What 

kind of selfish attitude is that? Extending it further, should we be super nice to 

each telephone vendor who call us each evening to sell us long distance plans 

or internet or cat-food for lower prices? Where does it all end? What are the 

boundaries?? 

 

 

OH THE GOOD NEWS: Chela very soon outgrew the allergic tearing and sniffles 

and other minor allergies and also found out, unsurprisingly, that LOVE CANNOT 



BE GIVEN WITHOUT BEING RECEIVED BACK SIMULTANEOUSLY -- almost 

instantaneously! 

 

 

Lobsang Rampa in his 13 books had often written about cats, mostly Siamese. 

His writings if not formative were helpful to TA and Chela! MUCH later on when 

all the internet criticism arose about Lobsang and the deception and hoax, Chela 

really took a nosedive for the alleged breach of trust. TA just smiled 

understandingly and gently and reassuringly patted Chela on his back, like a big 

brother should. 

 

Sometimes we get so focused on WHO is writing that we forget to pay attention 

to WHAT GOT WRITTEN! 

 

Including those other "scriptures" that are not what we would consider as *our* 

own! 

 

 
 

"Arsa longa vita brevis" $ji was fond of repeating that mantra. Or so the A$hram 

dwellers took it to be. "FOOLS!", TA's face was red in anger and impatient 

frustration! "If you were any older, my child, you would have had a stroke by 

now!", $wamiji mused, smilingly much to the kitten's benefit. 

 



As TA grew and matured, it began to make sense or at least some sense! 

Chamunda Prasad ji -- when he used to visit A$hram used to catch TA when he 

was very small and tell, "left hand is what you were born with, the right hand is 

what you grow up to be". "FATSO! Obviously you do not know my big brother 

who was born a leftie, a south-paw!", TA -- lips sealed, eyes unblinking, shifted 

his posture restlessly. "MUNNA!", the anger in $ji's voice was clear! TA straightened 

his spine and withdrew his claws just like a kitten caught in its act would or 

should! He also knew that this is going to cost! He would probably end up with 

dishwashing duty as opposed to the fancy cooking duty with the Ashram Chef 

Francis DeSouza. 

 

Even in modern times one may wonder what was a Christian Goanese cook/Chef 

doing in an A$hram in those 50's in remote India and he was not even an 

inhabitant of the Ashram and went back to his home after all the chores were 

done or duly delegated although at times when it was too late or it was raining 

cats (there we go again!) or dogs, he was welcome to stay and all the ashram 

children gathered around him as he sang hymns and christian songs and told 

stories of all kinds involving bread crumbs and moonlight and mushrooms and 

little girls who fell into a mirror (or was it a well?) and shipwrecked sailors 

marooned on an island or an island made of coral reefs and three teenagers 

stuck there by destiny (This one was TA's favourite!) and many many more. 

Sometimes his assistant, Rahim baba also joined in. This dude was into mystic 

Sufi songs and on certain evenings assumed the persona of PIR baba and dyed 

his hair with henna and looked like Mr. Golden Sun and when he let his voice 

go all out, all the way to his God, the Ashram resonated with glee. Only much 

later was TA to understand or even realize that what was fully normal and 

acceptable to the A$hram dwellers was a big 'NO NO' even outside the enchanted 

forest in which the A$hram was located! One day he understood also why the 

forest was called EN-CHANTED! Well you see, while chanting was going on 

everywhere in those days, only when one was IN (en in some european language 

I believe) the EN-CHANTED forest was the chant really heard within the heart 

where the soul also known as the I-awareness rested its weary head at night 

when it needed rest -- known as the dark night of the soul! "An overrated new 

age term!", $ would snap angrily as he sipped his tea. 

 

[AN: Someone told me recently that they have erected a marble statue of $ in 

front of the A$hram right next to the older marble statue of Mahatma Gandhi! 

TA was thankful that $ was cremated and not buried because he would be turning 

in his grave so furiously that a minor earthquake could result. Turning not because 



of being placed next to Gandhiji, whom $ adored but through thinking what 

happened to Gandhiji's ideals and examples as followed in his Motherland after 

his Statues were erected all over the place. It is like headstones and tombstones. 

Once erected, somehow some of us feel that we have done our duty and it is 

okay to just remember the *soul* once a year or even less frequently and to 

just get on with life in the meanwhile period.] 

 

Are the memories simply buried between these two *nodes* of moon [AN = soul-

memories?] or are the lunar nodes representative of the epochs when the 

memories become real or can cross dimensions and become real as occurs 

during an eclipse? 

 

Such upheaval just outside the enchanted forest, so much pain and blood-shed 

and senseless anger and absence of LOVE in the name of 'love'. 

 

Uncle Francis is dead and I am sure so is Rahim Chachaa. A$hram has been 

bull-dozed by mundane reality many years ago and minions who would not come 

within fifty feet of $ji only a few decades ago, now rest their elbows on his 

marble statue and get pictures taken. Then they move over to Gandhiji's statue 

for another similar selfie-shoot! 

 

 

Neither statue is smiling and little wonder that they are not ...! 

[AN: CONFESSION! I had been house-sitting for friends sometime ago. They had 

to leave and attend to something emergent but since they had just adopted a 

kitten (you have seen her!) I had to step in as it just so happened that I could 

and was available! 

 

******************************************** 

  



$ji was ecstatic! BUT -- TA was not! He had just received the letter of invitation 

to do some study and work in a lab that he had been dreaming about for years! 

But it would mean going away from $ and status quo and his path perhaps 

would change too. It is not as if he was in regular touch with or even living close 

to $ for some years but there was comfort in the *short* distance between them. 

$ was getting on in years and had been losing his vision rather rapidly and his 

heart and kidneys were not very healthy, nor his lungs. But the old soldier was 

still marching on. Daily, the octogenerian would wake up before the sun showed 

up and would present himself at the Ashram (built by him, almost brick by brick! 

Or perhaps we should say straw by straw to be accurate!!) daily for a full day 

of volunteer presence. In recognition of his decades of dedication, they had 

bestowed the honour of Emeritus Professor or some similar label and he for sure 

took it seriously. TA often told him to relax and take it easy! TA had seen how 

younger $wamijis had been feeling jealous and covertly disrespectful of $ and 

though he never complained or griped, $ knew all that and so did TA -- that $ 

knew and sensed it all like the cat that he truly was! 

 

Crabs and cats have a special relationship, an affinity that makes no sense 

whatsoever unless you turn on the astrological light on these two creatures. They 

are contrasts in a sense placed by the decree of ancient astrologers side by 

side! Of course I am talking 

about Cancer and Leo! At the 

outset the crab may seem 

emotional and at times clingy 

particularly when young (and 

some crabs never outgrow 

that even when they 'visibly' 

grow! Even after they have fully 

grown-up!!). The Leo, cool cat 

that he is -- on the other hand, 

remains aloof but can show 

the intensity of loving and 

caring -- as long as you do not 

make it do so, or smother it! If you do, you will soon learn the difference between 

water and fire, astrologically speaking!! The former can take in a lot, but the 

latter would not tolerate stupidity, control or confinement! All three of them signs. 

 

I read somewhere (anecdotal record) that more sidereal Cancer rising (or strong 

personal indicator) would end up with adopting a cat as a pet than Leos would. 



Obviously it is not just these two signs that end up adopting a cat but the 

symbolism is catchy! Two signs, representing two creatures, one obviously of 

water and the other fiery. One that needs to be able to catch on, cling and latch 

on for survival in the massive waves in the ocean, while the other belongs to a 

'race' that must depend on fire and energy and sudden but focussed 

concentration. In fact both do. The crab needs to focus on one point (have you 

ever been bitten by a crab?), while the cat must pounce, keep moving energetically 

but once it has found its desired object must cling to it till it is in a state when 

it *belongs* to the cat [AN:  And TA was really thinking about the big cats there!] 

 

 

[AN: As I intently watched over this kitten, not quite one solar return old, it was 

amazing to see the power of imagination that was held within that tiny skull 

barely big as a tennis ball or perhaps a touch smaller! All hard-wired of course! 

For it hardly had a chance or time to *learn* all that obviously! If records were 

right, it was found on or near a highway. From the bare glimpse I had, the only 

anomaly that I noticed was that it had a preoccupation with food. Poor thing 

must have been food-deprived for it was malnourished and had some lung 

infection when adopted by my friends. The infection cleared up readily, the meal-

anxiety took a bit longer to be eliminated. The wild imagination that cats are 

endowed with did the rest of the healing all around ...] 

 

 

======================================================= 

 

ACRONYMS: 

 

*TA= Teenager 

**$ = $wamiji (Teacher preacher kinda sorta) 

[AN: Author's notes ...] 

C_P 2168  

 

  



 

"So why did Bidhataa bestow the oversight of the two most important houses to 

Manda, beta?" 

 

$ was experiencing a bit of a rough patch. Ear infection and arthritic knees acting 

up again were keeping him stay-put but that meant of course that Chela was 

confined too for the Guru now getting old and frail needed his company more 

and more. Chela was not happy with this arrangement! "Your karma, tumi bhogo! 

Why drag me and my freedom into this?", silently revolted Teenager reactively as 

is the natural flow of teenagers and other souls that are young. 

 

The normally distracted gaze of $wamiji grew intense, like the narrowing to a slit 

-- the pupil of a kitten who has caught on to the theme! Such moments made 

Chela sit up and in rapt attention! 

 

"Nimitta is not just ritual or superstition, beta...", the intensity of the gaze softened 

a bit, or was the level of attentivity in the recipient rising to embrace the ever-

open portal of knowledge more readily and with greater focus? 

 

"When you begin to open-up and pay attention, the wispy breeze begins to bring 

meaningful information, as does the singing of the morning lark, as too the 

hooting of the night owl. Understanding and deciphering of the distant faint signal 

on your HAM radio is the ultimate goal, but first things first! Get the radio finely-

tuned and ready to receive!" 

 

After a very long silence during which TA tried his best to act patient and goody 

goody, but failing miserably -- $ smiled understandingly, "When you feel confined 

for whatever reason, when you feel limited and wanting to move and even to 

leave, hold yourself back and remind yourself: Saturn is trying to simply reach 

you and give an important message! Make sure your RADIO is fully- tuned and 

your "inner" ear alert and receptive!" 

 

 

In a few moments -- the inevitable snores (khnorrr…) followed and that could 

mean only one thing! TA was now FREE to do what he wanted to, until dawn! 

What a lucky kitten, the princess of darkness!! 

 

 

======================================================= 



 

GENERAL ACRONYMS: 

 

*TA= Teenager 

**$ = $wamiji (Teacher preacher kinda sorta) 

***M1 = Misirji the chowkidar, night watchman pretty close to retiring and still 

going strong with his "Jagtey raho" verbal alarm going throughout the night and 

irritating both the householder who he was trying to protect and also the rogues 

who leave town when Misirji shows up. Darogas and thanevalas still consider 

Misirji a nuisance except a couple (one…!) of highly placed officers with their far-

reaching foresight, naturally from their higher perspective. 

&BEE& = Bhikaran a mysterious creature of the night that sometimes shows up 

as mystical and at other times just a pathetic illusion. 

[AN: Author's notes ...] 

&&&&&&&&&&... = The rest as you know has been history! 

 

  



REM: Segment 11 in a series: (NOTE: Please consult the glossary of acronyms in 

the footnotes for partial elaboration)! 

 

 

... "MAYA -- thaaray kinnay roop!", between bouts of coughing, Kisunjee (KG) 

expirated these words in a fragmentary fashion. 

 

 
 

His new fascination for this earthen pipe in which he smoked tobacco, a new 

hobby or preoccupation, this hermit who some said was from Gujrat, others said 

from Rajasthan had come recently into the life of TA who was hardly a TA any 

longer but being and feeling are two poles of existential realities, are they not? 

 

The telegram from $ was short and urgent, as always. "Kisunjee arriving on your 

birthday STOP Bring him from Railway Station and take good care of him STOP 

Do not let him smoke STOP" 

 



This time around THE train came on the dot just as the LOCAL Railway Almanac 

had promised! For once TA's obsessive punctuality of being on time no matter 

what, paid off! Can't keep $'s guest waiting, can we now? 

 

At first a bit perplexed, even taken-aback, Chela (acolyte aka TA) gradually grew 

to like this *creature* from nowhere over the days. Kind of like a new pet who 

just slept most of the day (like a cat!), ate very little (also like a cat!!) but was 

up all night and active (Also like a ... well, you get the picture, smart readers!). 

 

When TA came back home after his gruelling shift after serving at the parking 

lot, he found KG up and waiting. The oldtimer looked famished, so TA cooked a 

simple repast and they had a quiet meal and during that exchanged only a few 

words, mostly pleasantries or chit chat about a$hram during the frugal repast. 

TA found out eventually that KG was the gurubhai (classmate) of $ji and was 

very knowledgeable about certain things ... 

 

That weekend, he discovered that this marginally crazy KG was a wonderful and 

resourceful cook! After the first few minutes of eating somewhat greedily (ahem!), 

TA suddenly felt a pang! He longed for his mother who cooked such a wonderful 

feast out of pretty much nothing. "Make sure you clean up the utensils after you 

are done licking them, for I am off to my siesta!", and then KG vanished! Back 

from his momentary reverie, TA realized that this KAT was no mother, but all 

claws! Kind of took away the sweet memories and feeling of being cared and 

pampered for a moment (HUMPHHH…). But what was never promised cannot be 

assumed to be an offer, can it be? But TA sure knew how to play this game that 

$ often talked about in the past! 

 

TA was always interested in this weird arcane game that he and other A$shram 

mates played, between fantasies about someday being acolytes of (co-ed) 

*Jwalataranga* and learning how to do the Fire-Dance under her tutelage! Much 

less interesting and even lesser intriguing, was this other game involving the 

drawing and cutting of 21 symbols on pieces of cardboard -- Funny shapes! Kind 

of like Monopoly(TM) as TA realized when he grew up and moved to the Metropolis 

where he saw the game being played on real turf (or is it *turf of reality*?). KG 

was -- apparently, unless $ was lying and even after so many decades away from 

him that would be anathema for TA to even imagine -- a wizard in this strange 

game of 21 pieces. Twelve of these moved very very slowly backwards while the 

other 9 moved kind of haphazardly, sometimes backwards and at other times 

forwards, and some always forwards -- hence those two were named leaders: 



King and Queen. Some of these cardboard pieces were changeable, in fact ALL 

of them were! Temperamental to the hilt, sometimes they would be nice, other 

times naughty and at times really really naughty! But the PRIMARY RULE of the 

game was: You CANNOT remove even a single of these 9 pieces out of the 

game. Over the centuries there were innovations introduced and using the wobbly 

and uneven terrain of the game-table as an excuse some suggested removing a 

few of the 12 pieces but no-one ever thought of removing even a single of the 

9 pieces that were the more active and vibrant and more ALIVE. Even the sluggish 

deep Blue one that had some problem with one of his legs, was never seen as 

a liability by the team which would happily always wait for him to catch up 

without ever wondering if they should have waited! Firstly because it was just a 

GAME AND because he always DID CATCH-up! And once he CAUGHT, he would 

not let go for 7.5 years or until the victim surrendered and said the magic word: 

UNCLE! 

 

The team of 9 always felt kind of overwhelmed by the Team of 12 and so 

eventually they began looking around. As their "perspective" expanded, they saw 

these three little boys sitting sadly at a distance seeing these 21 having the fun 

of their lives. They were invited to join in and while some of the 9 embraced 

them a few were a bit luke-warm and even stand-offish. The biggest resistance 

came from the team of 12 though! Well you see, they did not like change and 

were happy with the earlier arrangement. Two of 9 were connected with two of 

the 12 and the remaining 5 that mattered were connected with a pair of the 

remaining of the 12. That left the 2 remaining in the team of 9 who were treated 

as 2nd class citizens and only sometimes allowed to sleep in one of the palaces 

that were 'owned' by each of the two of the members of the team of 9. So you 

see, this was no domain known as EQUAL-cITY and there were hierarchies and 

so on, just like the game of Monopoly that is played in the real Metropolis in 

real life! 

 

The three 'new' boys soon proved their worth to the team and despite some 

bickerings and whinings, they were assigned three of the 12 palaces and three 

of the heavier and outer and slower players in the team of 9 had to give up 

one each of their palaces. They gave up the palaces that were the farthest out 

based on the 'logic' that 'they were there first and so must keep the palaces 

that are closest.' [AN: CLOSEST TO WHAT or WHO...?] 

 

These three new boys really turned out to be resourceful and in-tune with the 

here and now and brought along some 2400+ spectators/fan-boys that added 



to the cheer and the game of Monopoly, thus making the game really popular 

worldwide and so much so that every tournament and game was reported in 

nearly every magazine, newspaper, radio and TV show WORLDWIDE! Gazillions of 

books and T-Shirts and emblems, bracelets and so on flooded the market and 

the Team of 12 really attained STARDOM. 

 

Gradually there grew an unease and sometimes animosity between the players. 

The periodic and predictable 'tackle' that the original two 'homeless' members of 

the team (often relegated to the benches, also known as "Shadows") were allowed 

on occasion to administer *personally* to the king and queen was suddenly 

looked upon as disrespectful and rebellious behaviour, even sacrilege. Stories and 

rumours of all kinds were unearthed to explain some enmity going back a few 

millennia. The team was getting more fragmented each day as they never were 

when they played at the A$hram near the beautiful snow-clad mountain next to 

the frozen brook, until they moved to the Metropolis where the rules of the Game 

became REAL and somewhat vicious consequentially. When the game died, 

essentially... 

 

What did not change through all these times was the team of 12! There were a 

few half-hearted attempts at bringing a 13th one, but they stuck to their 

*boundaries* and while there were attempts to move them left and right, the 12 

stuck together and did not change really. Other than looking more like folded 

baseball cards on which passers by scribbled their words and some strange ones 

at that but not entirely unmeaningful. Such as marriage, liaison, open enemies, 

the part below the navel, the center of gravity and balance, the travels, the 

people we meet, the kidneys, the bladder, DEATH, love and marriage, etc…? 

 

"When KG wakes up, I shall beg him to teach me this fantastic game of 

MONOPOLY", weary old TA yawned and tired by the toils of the day he eased 

into his comfy little cat-cushion, shifting a few times to fit snugly. As he changed 

gears and drifted into slumberland, he murmured, "Red car goes to the stall 

number 8, the yellow one goes to stall #12, NO wait -- into the Stall # 9! Be 

careful because they are moving the walls between the different stalls a wee bit 

to the left... 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

======================================================= 

 

GENERAL ACRONYMS: 

 

*TA= Teenager, Chela (Disciple, acolyte) 

**$ = $wamiji (Teacher preacher kinda sorta) 

***M1 = Misirji the chowkidar, night watchman pretty close to retiring and still 

going strong with his "Jagtey raho" alarm going throughout the night and irritating 

both the householder who he was trying to protect and also the rogues who 

leave town when Misirji shows up. Darogas and thanevalas still consider Misirji a 

nuiscence except a couple (one….?) of the highly placed officers with their far-

reaching foresight, naturally from their higher perspective. 

&BEE& = Bhikaran a mysterious creature of the night that sometimes shows up 

as mystical and at other times just a pathetic illusion. 

[AN: Author's notes ...] 

KG = Kishunjee the hermit 

&&&&&&&&&&... = The rest as you know has been history! 

 

 

 

  



Segment 13: 
 

Maya tha uskaa naam. Uskay BABA nay rakhkhaa tha, par dost (meray jaisay?) 

bulaatay thay usay, "Shaayrie" 

 

Her communication style was unusual! She was taciturn and often seemed 

distracted! Needed to be wooed incessantly with messages and reminders before 

a response came back. And what a nugget of gold it brought back when the 

pigeon returned! Or was it again the cliché phrase about beauty and who be-

holds her? Why must Beauty always be female or even feminine? 

 

The human Shaayrie vanished for many years and Chela never tried to search 

or seek her for perhaps in his inner, personal reality -- SHE had never left! You 

know these young TAs and their preoccupations ... 

 

Shaayrie was very western in many a sense but when she vanished it was very 

eastern! 

 

Western good byes have a finality of sorts to them. They really wish you well 

and do not want you to be encumbered by lingering threads and skeins of love 

and longing. The belief is about moving on and growing or at least keeping on 

going! 

 

Eastern good byes at least some of the eastern Indian ones (Bong that author 

is!) are less cleanly divisive... The typical good bye amongst Bengalis is, "Aabaar 

esho...!" Meaning, 'please do come again' or perhaps not that formally in original 

delivery when lovers are involved! This sense and expression of 'on-going-ness' 

bothers some, while it endears others and one or the other not necessarily 

influencing western or eastern friends that are being bid adieu! 

 

The French are in some ways very similar to Bengalis. Their good byes often 

are, "au revoir" or “à la prochaine”, etc. -- Until we meet again! 

 

Shaayrie was neither French, nor Bengali or even human for that matter -- but 

She returned, interestingly sooner than TA had anticipated or hoped. Isn't it 

beautiful when in Shangrila, those who were not meant to be forever lost... for 

good OR BAD -- return well before they are forgotten? 

 



[AN: Since any love story, modern or ancient must not be perfect, when Shaayrie 

came back, she was 'deaf' and Chela after he found Shaayrie could not 'speak' 

or write! In neither case, dear readers, was either state literal, but simply 

metaphorical and metaphors can be SO SO BLOODY powerful!] 

 

 

 

 

======================================================= 

 

GENERAL ACRONYMS: 

 

*TA= Teenager, Chela (Disciple, acolyte) 

**$ = $wamiji (Teacher preacher kinda sorta) 

***M1 = Misirji the chowkidar, night watchman pretty close to retiring and still 

going strong with his "Jagtey raho" alarm going throughout the night and irritating 

both the householder who he was trying to protect and also the rogues who 

leave town when Misirji shows up. Darogas and thanevalas still consider Misirji a 

nuiscence except a couple of highly placed officers with their far-reaching sight, 

naturally from their higher perspective. 

&BEE& = Bhikaran a mysterious creature of the night that sometimes shows up 

as mystical and at other times just a pathetic illusion. 

[AN: Author's notes ...] 

KG = Kishunjee the hermit 

&&&&&&&&&&... = The rest as you know has been history! 

 

  



Segment 14: 
 

Gulzaar (Indian poet) nay likha tha shaayad: 

 

About the celestial Julaaha, and how He joins the broken threads so that no 

knots show up while we humans try it and end up with all kinds of knots that 

show ... 

 

 

Kabhi kabhi straight shooting is not a good idea or strategy! 

They shoot back, mostly confusedly 

And call the ant arrogANT ... 

That is when we must look closer as jyotish prescribes: 

Shadbalas, awasthas, nakshatras! 

Nakshatras according to some mean the KSHETRAS that are SHASWAT, 

INDESTRUCTIBLE, that which cannot be destroyed! 

"So it must be safety, $ji?", TA asked nimbly although he was feeling more like 

*ta* at that moment than 'TA'! 

The warm palm touched his crown of head and even without looking up into His 

eyes, chela knew that Swami-ji was gazing down lovingly as he patted Chela on 

the head. 

 

"Beta, just because you are safe does not mean you will not have to go to war! 

Remember Mahabharata?" 

 

This is where reality became painful and subjectivity returned! "Is he being warm 

and direct or is he really asking me if I did my homework? I HATE memorizing 

those slokas and dialogues between the Blue God and his disciples!" 

 

"Then you must go to WAR, beta!", the voice was deep, booming and sincere. 

"Either learn it by ROTE or experience it directly!" 

 

"But it would be all a drama, right $-ji? I would really not get killed or have to 

lie on thousands of arrows like Bhishmaji had to in that PINCUSHION EXPERIENCE? 

BOLO NAA $ji?" 

 

"KNHOOOOOR... PHUSSSS..." [AN: SONOROUS Snoring!] 

"Oh well, there will always be tomorrow ...!", Chela consoled himself. “Once $ji 

wakes up, I will ask again and he will answer me again, like always...” 



 

$ji was found dead next morning at 8:00 AM. From the 

rigor mortis and other signs, he had probably died 2-3 

hours earlier. His words resonated in Chela’s mind, “Beta 

when I first came to Metropolis, the buildings seemed so 

majestic, inhabitants so advanced and intelligent. Do 

things and surroundings change or does our perception 

grow wiser…? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

======================================================= 

 

GENERAL ACRONYMS: 

 

*TA= Teenager, Chela (Disciple, acolyte) 

**$ = $wamiji (Teacher preacher Baba) 

***M1 = Misirji the chowkidar, night watchman pretty close to retiring and still 

going strong with his "Jagtey raho" alarm going throughout the night and irritating 

both the householder who he was trying to protect and also the rogues who 

leave town when Misirji shows up. Darogas and thanevalas still consider Misirji a 



nuisance except a couple of highly placed officers with their far-reaching sight, 

naturally from their higher perspective. 

&BEE& = Bhikaran a mysterious creature of the night that sometimes shows up 

as mystical and at other times just a pathetic illusion. 

[AN: Author's notes ...] 

KG = Kishunjee the hermit; aka Mamaji 

*JG* = JwalaaTarang = Minu_Master = jee-jee! 

 

 

  



Segment 15: 
 

"Mujhe daar lagtaa hai $wamiji!", Chela was shaking! Ashram kids were going on 

a picnic to a beautiful mountain and everyone except "you know who" was having 

trouble with that idea! The others simply dismissed his concerns as meaningless. 

"He is simply making excuses and fretting! That always-always difficult *favourite* 

'petit chou' of Guruji!", some of them pouted and rolled their eyes and went on 

with their packing, frugal as that may be for A$hram kids! 

 

$ji kept a palm on the frail disciple's head and asked, "Tell me about your fears 

beta! What is it that you are afraid of?" 

 

'I AM NOT AFRAID GURUJI!", Guruji had to cup his sensitive ears to avoid decibel 

deafness! Palms are so multifunctional... They give, they receive, they can be 

loving, they can be protective, they can pin down enemies, they can tell your 

future -- but let us get back to the theme [AN: A missed opportunity to stick 

that in as an 'AN:' in the write-up but let us not hold everyone up!] 

 

"...I have good reasons to be CONCERNED...", Chela continued a tad more calmly, 

"I hate heights! When I was a child, I was stuck on a tree all by myself with no 

clue how to get down. I wish I were a cat!". 

 

"But Beta, you are not climbing a tree this time, we are going to visit a mountain!", 

$ji could be really gentle when he felt that the fear was real, real in perception 

even if not in reality!". Risk as they say is all in perception! [AN: RATS! Another 

opportunity missed! Someone got away with my 'line'! AGAIN!!] 

 

Chela's attention was captured. Instead of wailing he closed his mouth and opened 

his ears. A good beginning always ...[!] 

 

"You see Beta, Mountains are different from Trees, and much much O-L-D-E-R ..." 

 

"Mountains do not always cherish being climbed upon -- sometimes they come 

down!", $ji paused and seemed to be a bit lost in his own web of thoughts for 

a moment. 

 

"Well trees too come down Guruji! And can kill! That is why when one reads 

"TIMBER" in comic books, it means RUN FOR YOUR LIFE!". [AN: Of course being 



super-polite, TA did not say that aloud! "AH FINALLY I FIND FOR MESELF A COOL 

SPOT IN THIS SEGMENT!"] 

 

With a fleeting SHARP, deprecative glance, Guruji continued overlooking the 

momentary *bratishness*, "I was afraid of mountains too, Beta...". Now that caught 

Chela by surprise! "NO! NOT THE DUDE THAT ALLEGEDLY SPENT ALL THESE 

YEARS IN HIMALAYAS OR WAS IT MOUNT LOGAN OR maybe ALPS...?", Chela was 

confused. He did not know for sure because he had assumed and never 

questioned before! [AN: NOT IMPORTANT, BRAT -- QUIETEN YOUR INNER PINK 

NOISE AND PAY ATTENTION!] 

 

"Long ago, when I was at a rather low point in my grihasta/householder life, with 

deaths of significant ones followed by a most difficult assignment in life, when it 

came to making a transition, I chose to visit Shangrila. The urge was so strong 

that I did not take into account the fact that I am severely acrophobic. When I 

arrived, the sheer red beauty of the surroundings took me by surprise and kept 

me in awe. Each 

exploration meant 

climbing a small or 

larger hill though. Even 

that was a challenge 

since I was primed by an 

expedition just prior to a 

place where a drop could be 

into one of the biggest 

and deepest chasms on 

earth that was created 

by water and earth as they 

embraced and produced 

their LEELA. As I tried to 

keep a safe distance and stayed back about 20 feet and held on to a tree, I 

marvelled at these folks who had no fear of heights and were sitting right at the 

edge with their feet dangling down. There was even a brave young couple who 

brought their infant in a baby carriage right to the edge. All I was thinking then 

was, "GOD, I hope they put on the brakes on the wheels, while they were taking 

pictures and almost seemed oblivious of the infant in its carriage!" 

 

Chela was getting fidgety, "Where the heck is this babble going ...?" 

 



"You are so impatient, BETA!", a slight acridity in $ji's voice which immediately 

dissolved in a smile as he recalled the context of the conversation, "Well I picked 

up the smallest hill which was supposed to be the least spectacular energy spot, 

near the local airport", $ji continued, "...As I climbed up, feeling a bit low -- all 

this distance for just 'this' -- 

suddenly something shifted within 

and around me. As I climbed up 

to a platform on this tiny 

hillock, and not even all the 

way up, I arrived at a clearing 

from where I could see many 

challenging heights, and a thin 

path (pagdandi) that could 

lead me to other mountains. As 

I sat down and saw the most 

incredible photogenic 

view, suddenly I was filled with joy, 

BLISS. And I realized the difference between a tree and a mountain! If you do 

make a sincere effort, the latter has the ability to come down to you and embrace 

you with all its energy and love, even if you cannot reach up to it", $ji stopped. 

He had nothing more left to say or offer. 

 

[AN: & Neither do I...!]... 

 

 

======================================================= 

 

GENERAL ACRONYMS: 

 

*TA= Teenager, Chela (Disciple, acolyte) 

**$ = $wamiji (Teacher preacher Baba) 

***M1 = Misirji the chowkidar, night watchman pretty close to retiring and still 

going strong with his "Jagtey raho" alarm going throughout the night and irritating 

both the householder who he was trying to protect and also the rogues who 

leave town when Misirji shows up. Darogas and thanevalas still consider Misirji a 

nuiscence except a couple (1) of highly placed officers with their far-reaching 

sight, naturally from their higher perspective. 

&BEE& = Bhikaran a mysterious creature of the night that sometimes shows up 

as mystical and at other times just a pathetic illusion. 



[AN: Author's notes ...] 

KG = Kishunjee the hermit; aka Mamaji 

*JG* = JwalaaTarang = Minu_Master = jee-jee! 

  



Segment 16: 
 

Suddenly the humming and buzzing of insects and ants and suchlike stopped 

and PRISTINE STILLNESS & CLARIY ARRIVED! 

 

|||||||||||||||||||||| 

Re: Subjectivity ...!  

 

 

As She gleefully munched on the savouries that Chelaa* brought to Her, sadly 

to get rid of the snacks that were too 'hot' (as in jhaal and also fiery!) and of 

no use to him, hence readily and willingly 'donated', he looked hard for the 'tear' 

as she ate his offerings! He was surprised!! 

 

"This is not FAIR!", and the musing and inner turmoil started again, inside the 

kitten! "How come when I even lick one of these I get all sweaty and teary and 

my tongue burns and I feel sick ...?" 

 

"And yet when this UGLY BEE** munches so gladly on those very 'chabainaa', 

(trail-mix) She gets this beatific look in Her eyes and her smile confirms HER 

satiety?" 

 

"To each his or her own Beta...", the booming voice coming from deep within or 

was it a figment of some feline imagination (?) $ated. 

 

There is a reason why GOD created different MEAL-PLANS for the different 

creatures and sub-creatures in CREATION! Each of those PURRFECT, as long as 

you figure out what kind of a creature you really are and make sure you are 

standing in the right queue in Destiny's Langar! 

 

"Hmmm..." 

 

Chelaa pondered and decided that he will miss a meal, even a few meals perhaps 

just to figure out how hungry he really is or which food line-up would really 

satisfy his hunger. 

 

"And while you are procrastinating, BETA, why not serve in a SOUP KITCHEN or 

Langar and help serve food to those who have already figured out and decided 

and have chosen which LANGAR they desire for or that will serve their need?". 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 

*Chela -- YOU better know by now who he is 

**BEE -- likewise! 

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 

 

 

 

 

  



"Why something so Black & White, Guruji...", the lovable kitten sidled close and 

even placed a tiny bite with just the right pressure! Cats are indeed very sensitive 

and intuitive once you open yourself to them fully! And it does not have to be 

a siamese cat as Lobsang, the Lama walk-in that entered the body of an Irish 

dentist wrote and TA read hungrily! "Why must something as black and white as 

hypnotism be so obvious and yet so circumstance-dependent?" 

 

While all this palmistry, astrology and such other stuff landed on poor TA who 

was otherwise doing fine with the languages and sciences and math and so on 

(okay not math so much but those math teachers in preschool and grade 5 

should not have whacked him so hard in the back of the head! Those were very 

strange moments in a quiet child's reality. He felt that his father was being 

cheated and used! While those teachers were being paid pretty handsomely to 

tutor by the fiscal standards of those days, they were just giving TA sums to do 

while they were whistling and and when TA got it wrong - a whack to the back 

of the head was the remedy! Maybe that is how physical shaktipat works and 

opens up the higher levels of the 'occipital cortex' where vision resides! 

 

[AN: Of course there was that wonderful teacher that taught me languages and 

the one that taught zoology. I wish TA had better teachers in chemistry] 

 

Anyways, while all this was going on, TA was taking 'night courses' on his own! 

 

He was mesmerized by Anton. Seemed so simple and while chicken and cats 

were recommended in the yellowing book he chose to go with willing guinea pigs 

known as trusting friends. Nothing like success at the very first attempt! 

Anaesthesia, rigidity, regressive recall -- the entire nine yards. Many repetitions 

simply confirmed that the technique works! 

 

Then came the first failure. TA-hypnotist was suddenly tricked into performing in 

front of a sceptical audience (spectators really!). Being the experimentalist, he 

tried with full might! It was a weird experience! For both the subject and hypnotist! 

The hypnotist was determined and was placed in a position to perform! He did 

perform but it ended up being a rather bad ride or trip for the subject! "NEVER 

AGAIN!" was the lesson for TA! Never be pressured into situations which involve 

individuals who are just there to watch the 'Tamasha' and not really sincere or 

eager to see! 

 

Lessons learned at age 16 are not easily absorbed, imbibed and learned... 



 

A few years later, TA was placed in a situation where a bunch of curious surgeons, 

sceptical of course placed him in a situation where a patient with a painful 

condition was to undergo surgery and the surgeons sceptically and smirking put 

TA to task and asked him to hypnotize the villager who kept repeating through 

the induction, "Dawaa sunghaao saab ji, bahut dard ho rahaa hai" (please put 

me out, it is hurting!). His wish finally got answered and the surgeons won! 

 

EGO died in those moments of humility and also the realization arose: Eagerness 

to demonstrate and teach even what is felt TRUE must await prepared reception 

and under the proper conditions! 

 

 

 

======================================================= 

 

GENERAL ACRONYMS: 

 

*TA= Teenager, Chela (Disciple, acolyte) 

**$ = $wamiji (Teacher preacher Baba) 

***M1 = Misirji the chowkidar, night watchman pretty close to retiring and still 

going strong with his "Jagtey raho" alarm going throughout the night and irritating 

both the householder who he was trying to protect and also the rogues who 

leave town when Misirji shows up. Darogas and thanevalas still consider Misirji a 

nuiscence except a couple of highly placed officers with their far-reaching sight, 

naturally from their higher perspective. 

&BEE& = Bhikaran a mysterious creature of the night that sometimes shows up 

as mystical and at other times just a pathetic illusion. 

[AN: Author's notes ...] 

KG = Kishunjee the hermit; aka Mamaji 

*JG* = JwalaaTarang = Minu_Master = jee-jee! 

 

 

  



Segment 17: 
 

BEE_MA (not to be confused with hindi word for insurance!) 

 

The newspaper-wrapped bundle of flesh and bones could hardly be called human! 

At first TA almost passed her by in this strange new land where winters can kill 

and summer is not perfect either. In fact at first during this re-union as the 

french call a meeting with a fancy diatribe added as a plume, he got startled as 

what he thought unmindfully was a heap of garbage turned out to be a human 

being. At that very moment, TA was kind of down and still adjusting to change 

on many frontiers. 

 

He walked to work daily and began noticing the newspaper 'figure' daily, day in 

and day out, sitting right next to the Albert bus stop. People passed 'her' by, 

some tossed a few coppers or silvers (coppers are a joke anyway in todays 

inflated economy! But not so in the era when Sherlock Holmes rocked!), others 

flashed a smile and most just passed by without even acknowledging her presence. 

She never asked for alms and no one ever heard her 'voice'! 

 

One fine morning, I was surprised by the commotion and buzz around that corner 

and fearing the worst had occurred (it was a very very cold night before!) suddenly 

I heard some barking and yelping! A huge black dog had found the Bhikaaran 

and was drawing the attention of the passers by! No one knew where it came 

from or whatever but from that day onwards there was a change observed! 

Passers-by began to notice the two and even smiled and patted the head of the 

dog and gave them alms and even brought them food! It was amazing how much 

difference an animal makes in the life of a human! And how easily humans tune 

into and reach out for an animal but not another human! 

 

 

 

"SILENCE, BETA ...", the voice seemed familiar but it possibly could not be this 

human heap of newsprint, now with a pet to take care of, that was uttering those 

words! Memory and pattern comparison plays such interesting tricks on the human 

manas! A flash of recognition, a switch turned on, a synchronicity from past, even 

from MUCH EARLIER TIMES! Synchronicity and Synastry hint at that, but sadly -- 

at least in the west it has been overly fantasized and romanticised. New Age 

Fora were resplendent with references to soul-mates and a lot of goo-goo-gaa-



gaa which was really infant souls making a mess and more work for the Admin 

and attendants who had to clean up after them! 

 

The "word" and 'sound and intonation' is very important but not as much in the 

long run as the process of internalization through which the soul comes out and 

embraces all that is and becomes once again one with ITS soulmate = 

CONSCIOUSNESS! 

 

"What is the OLD HA... err… kind grandmotherly lady trying to tell me? It is almost 

lunch time and mice are running in my little tummy...:-(".  

"Well you should have woken up earlier as you are supposed to, so that you 

can finish your chores and get breakfast in time and be in time for morning 

prayers!", the *booming* voice appeared from nowhere as $-ji approached the 

two *deep* in discourse [AN: YAY YAY -- RIGHT! :-P] 

 

"Chalo chalo Swamiji, bichaaraa bachchaa hai, seekhaygaa Shanaih Shanaih!". HER 

warm hand felt so nice on the head as SHE said that and suddenly the hunger 

and frustration vanished. TA raised his innocent eyes upwards and their gaze met 

and locked. 

 

"Prayer seems so meaningless, MAA-JI, I am not a parrot!", he was almost ready 

to cry! HER smile was very charming, and warm and so filled with love -- TA 

noticed.  

"Beta itni jaldi bhi kya hai! Kaunsaa railgadi pakadnaa hai toonay?". TA got 

distracted for a moment! HE LOVED TRAINS! Particularly those journeys when he 

was allowed to visit places with his father! "First thing that an infant does as 

soon as he is born is CRY! He uses his voice and so that must be the beginning! 

Then he sips milk, noisily, then quietly with intermittent activation as he remembers 

to suckle and finally falls asleep and quiet!" 

 

"Prayer, beta is like that! First the infant soul must CRY so that MA comes rushing 

to him and then the feeding begins and as the Divine Nourishment begins to flow 

in and satisfy the hunger of the infant, he becomes quiet but remembers what 

he is supposed to be doing and finally when full, the prayer now running inside 

the infant's being and quietly nourishing him, he feels loved as the Universe of 

Consciousness embraces and protects him!" 

 

TA was no dummy! He made a note in his journal that very night! First say it 

aloud, then quietly as a whisper and then in the mind, with the lips and vocal 



cords barely moving, only faintly and occasionally and ultimately TOTALLY quietly! 

And then suddenly the Creation joins in a Quiet Chorus and embraces you and 

the prayer comes alive! 

 

 

====================================================== 

 

GENERAL ACRONYMS: 

 

IF  BY  NOW  YOU  READER  DUDES AND DUDETTES HAVE NOT 

MEMORIZED THE ACRONYMS, BEGIN  AT  THE  BEGINNING  AND KEEP  

READING  OVER  AND  OVER AGAIN  UNTIL  YOU  LEARN  THE  

ACRONYMS  BY  HEART! 
 

 

  



Segment 18: 
 

$ji was very astute and though seemingly out-of-this-worldly to some was very 

shrewdly this-worldly! His feet were always planted on earth and only when he 

visited the Ocean, did he allow the *sand* (of times?) to put temporary *bay-

dees* around his ankles! I have heard that in 'dead sea' in Israel where the sea 

is so concentrated with salt that the human body simply floats, effortlessly (relative 

density) and when one steps out on the hot sand, after the salt SOAK, the 

observant can see the wisps of vapour arise when their wet feet step on a virgin 

patch of hot sand, untouched earlier! 

 

TA had a rather ordinary life, some would even call smooth and eventless perhaps 

even boring! He was always enamoured by the story that he read in childhood 

about the "Laharon ka munshi", a banished actuarialist who was punished by the 

King and sent to live on an island alone to spend all his wakeful moments just 

counting the waves that arrived at his sandy shore! What a drab existence, I 

thought when I first read, after overcoming the romanchak fleeting first impression 

served by imagination of being all alone on an island with nothing but Nature 

and the ocean around (not even the lighthouse or 'others' or the dak-bangla he 

would have to return to after the experiencing of timelessness ("The pause that 

refreshes", as he learned the phrase much much later on, that the earlier 

experience could be described as...!!) 

 

Oftentimes, most of us are so besotted by and immersed in our observations 

from the cockpit of our being, surrounded by gauges, scopes and monitors and 

switches and dials and joysticks and our professional significant others around 

us without whom this space-ship could not carry, or deliver its pay-load or 

mission, as the case may be! Or simply would not even be able to conform to 

the flight plan. Hence training and learning is important, ALWAYS! And dedication 

and dutifulness!! 

 

So engrossed in our observations of what is happening around us, often helplessly, 

that we become reactive, by habit and experiences of past many lifetimes. Little 

wonder that due to the snowball effect of our karma embracing OUR 

procrastination, over lifetimes becomes a destined avalanche which comes down 

so blindingly fast that we miss reading the 'Yellow' tag attached to the SNOWBALL 

that reads, "This seems like *IT* this time around, beta, but certainly is NOT THE 

END!" 

 



Amazingly, it sounded so like $-ji! The eternally hopeful and optimistic ray of Sun 

that was never out there but inside within the microcosmos! Where the Soul lives 

while it watches the cinema of each lifetime. 

 

Sometimes DISTANCE is therapeutic and even healing! Destiny does have that 

power and when it kicks in, no matter how painful it may seem at the moment 

or so on, if one has been open and sincere in the cinema-hall, there arises a 

parallel reality or acknowledgment of the same. I am sure you all have run into 

situations where a 'knot' needed to be unravelled, untied and no matter what 

you did or how you tried, it proved to be difficult and verily a Gordian's knot as 

it had been called by some ancients if memory serves us correctly. 

 

TA learned through watching a kitten as it followed its natural instincts (dharma?) 

that if one just latches on and shakes the 'knot', convulsively, often the knot 

comes loose! Repetitive movements and rituals perhaps have some hidden power 

that overcomes resistance that concrete inertia throws across our paths. 

 

"The point, is, simple...", $-ji paused to munch on his snack that always consisted 

of 12 badams (almonds), followed by a sip of hot water with a hint of lemon or 

orange juice, while Chela impatiently day-dreamt in anticipation the Kaju barfi 

with kheer and puri that he was promised by Ma, as soon as he returned home 

after this time-wasting, Time-pass at $-Ashram -- "... You cannot dream or get 

distracted, beta, for more than a real moment or few as long as you are flying 

this plane that carries many others, until the plane you have taken charge of 

lands, safely!". The gauges and the reality of cockpit came back in sharp FOCUS 

again! 

 

[AN: I think $-Sir meant, this lifetime! 

What do readers think?...] 

 

====================================================== 

 

GENERAL ACRONYMS: 

 

NO  MORE  SPOON-FEEDING… 

NOW  GO AND  FISH  FOR  YOURSELF  (AND  FOR   $JI) 

 

-=<O>=- 


